Cuentos: Tales from the Latino World

David Gonzalez

Tech Rider

Equipment needs:

1. Guitar stand
2. Sennheisser E6 Countryman microphone, or comparable
3. PA system and professional operator
4. Stage monitors (x3) DLR/DSL, keyboard
5. KORG Triton LE keyboard and stand, and stool
6. Artist travels with his own DI box for guitar
7. towels (2)
8. four bottles of spring water per show
9. coffee – espresso preferred, milk, etc.
10. light refreshments (healthy sandwiches, fruit, snacks, etc.)
11. pre-focused lights as per below

Lighting for Cuentos
Mr. Gonzalez will work with electrician to develop looks and to rehearse cues. 60 min tech rehearsal prior to opening house is required.

1. Red upstage wash (on cyc if available)
2. Forest and/or Village gobos, blue shadow, light blue wash
3. Green Rain Forest look, wide across stage
4. Downstage center spot with front light added

* Please call 917-971-2370 if there is any problem fulfilling any of these requests.